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insight on the future of geopolitics in 2023

Center for Innovating the Future

New insight identifies the biggest ways

technology could shift geopolitics in 2023

TORONTO, ON, CANADA, February 23,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A new

insight from the leading foresight

advisory firm, Center for Innovating the

Future (CIF), highlights the most

significant ways technology could shift

geopolitics in 2023. The insight, titled

“Geopolitics and Tech: Mapping the

Biggest Shifts for 2023,” outlines

unprecedented changes on the world

stage, affecting everything from

globalization to sustainability to

finance.

The insight identifies ten new vectors

that are likely to be of particular

concern in 2023, including:

Disinformation War

Crypto Trade

Turbulent Space

The conflict in Europe has

been driven, not by

diplomacy, but by drones

(robots) supplied by Iran

and Turkey.”

Abishur Prakash

“As the biggest war in Europe since World War II enters its

second year, technology is driving geopolitics in

unprecedented ways,” said Abishur Prakash, co-founder of

CIF. "The conflict in Europe has been driven, not by

diplomacy, but by drones (robots) supplied by Iran and

Turkey. And, on the ground, algorithms and internet,

supplied by Silicon Valley, are helping track casualties and

keep society and economy online.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://innovatingfuture.com
https://innovatingfuture.com
https://abishurprakash.com


CIF’s insight builds on the current

geopolitical status quo, where the

biggest tensions between the US and

China today have to do with chips

(Taiwan) and apps (TikTok). And, where

the protests in Iran are being

supported by private satellites

beaming down internet - out of the

control of Tehran.

About Abishur Prakash:

Abishur Prakash is a geopolitical

futurist and co-founder at Center for

Innovating the Future (CIF). In 2013, he

coined the expression, “Next

Geopolitics,” to define how technology

is remaking world affairs. He is also a keynote speaker and the author of five books, including

“Go.AI (Geopolitics of Artificial Intelligence)” and “The World Is Vertical: How Technology Is

Remaking Globalization.”

About Center for Innovating the Future:

Center for Innovating the Future (CIF) is in the business of discovering possibilities. It is a

foresight advisory firm based in Toronto, Canada. CIF is on a mission to make leaders prescient

and PROFIT FROM THE FUTURE®. For more than a decade, CIF has been at the forefront of

discovering possibilities and has worked with countries and some of the world’s largest

companies.
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